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Abstract:
This study is part of research that is investigating the notion that human performance in
dynamic and intentional decision making environments,  such as ambulance dispatch
management,  can be improved if information is portrayed in a manner that supports the
decision strategies invoked to achieve the goal states of the process being controlled.  Hence,
in designing interfaces to support real-time dispatch management decisions, it is suggested
that it would be necessary to first discover the goal states and the decision strategies invoked
during the process, and then portray the required information in a manner that supports such a
user group’s decision making goals and strategies.

The purpose of this paper is to report on the experiences gleaned from the use of a cognitive
task analysis technique called Critical Decision Method as an elicitation technique for
determining information portrayal requirements.  This paper firstly describes how the
technique was used in a study to identify the goal states and decision strategies invoked
during the dispatch of ambulances at the Sydney Ambulance Co-ordination Centre.  The paper
then describes how the interview data was analysed within and between cases in order to
reveal the goal states of the ambulance dispatchers.  A brief description of the resulting goal
states follows, although a more detailed description of the goals states and their resulting
display concepts has been reported elsewhere (Wong et al., 1996b).  Finally, the paper
concludes with a set of observations and lessons learnt from the use of the Critical Decision
Method for developing display design concepts in dynamic intentional environments.

Keywords: display design, cognitive task analysis, Critical Decision Method, ambulance
dispatch management.
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Introduction
Designing computer displays that support diagnosis and control of real-time and dynamic
processes is more than just presenting the data model in a form that supports the workflow of
the process operator.  To enable effective diagnosis, researchers have found a need to portray
the information in a manner that supports the achievement of higher order constraints and
operator goals (Kaempf et al., 1996; O’Hare et al., 1994; Pawlak et al., 1996; Rasmussen et
al., 1995; Vicente et al., 1995; Woods, 1995).    This finding is particularly significant in
situations where the operator is performing at the extremes of his or her performance
envelopes.  Such conditions are typical of naturalistic decision making environments where
time is constrained, information is incomplete and uncertain, decisions are inter-dependent,
and where the stakes are high (Brehmer, 1990; Cannon-Bowers et al., 1996; Orasanu et al.,
1993; Skriver, 1996; Zsambok et al., 1992).
This paper reports on the use of the Critical Decision Method (Klein et al., 1989) to identify
goal states and the decision making strategies invoked during emergency dispatch
management.  This is the second time this technique has been used in this manner.  The
outcome of the first investigation has been reported in (Wong et al., 1995) .  In the current
study, five dispatchers from the Ambulance Co-ordination Centre of the New South Wales
Ambulance Service in Sydney, Australia, participated in the study.  Detailed descriptions of
the goal states and resulting display concepts have been reported elsewhere (Wong et al.,
1996b).
The Sydney Centre is responsible for co-ordinating the movements of two rescue helicopters
and about 130 ambulances deployed across 45 stations in an area of approximately 14, 000
square km of 4 million people.  In addition to routine jobs like patient transfers, the Centre
responds to 295,000 emergency calls annually.
The rest of this paper will describe the Critical Decision Method, and how it was used to
model and understand the model of goal states and decision strategies which were then used
to develop display concepts.  Finally this paper will report on the lessons learnt from this
experience.

The Critical Decision Method
The method used in the study is known as the Critical Decision Method or CDM (Klein et al.,
1989).  It is a retrospective cognitive task analysis interview technique and an approach to
analysing the data.  This method has been used for eliciting expert knowledge (Militello et al.,
1995), decision strategies and cues attended to, and system in naturalistic decision making
environments design (Militello et al., 1995; Kaempf et al., 1996; Miller et al., 1992).
The technique relies on participants recalling a particularly memorable incident they had
experienced in the course of their work.  Participants are probed to identify the decisions that
they made and how these decisions were made.  The amount of information elicited was
found to be of sufficient detail to determine the strategies used in making these decisions, the
cues attended to, the reasons for performing particular actions, and the goals they were trying
to achieve.  For instance in this study, participants were able to recall the number of
ambulances dispatched, the sequence in which the ambulances were dispatched, the stations
from which the ambulances came, or what happened when there were not enough ambulances.

Conducting the Interviews
Five dispatchers, each with between 5 to 9 years of experience in dispatch management were
interviewed in this study.  Each interview lasted about an hour and each session was tape-
recorded.  The tapes were subsequently transcribed resulting in a very large and rich data set
for qualitative analysis.   The interviews were organised into the following four parts:
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a. Describe the incident and identify functional processes.
b. Organise the incident on a timeline.
c. Probe to understand the processes.
d. Compare performance with novice or expert

The rest of this section will briefly describe what these parts addressed during the interviews.

Describe the incident and identify functional processes.
In this first part of the interview, participants were asked to think back to a particularly
memorable resource allocation incident in which they were involved.  Once an incident had
been agreed upon, the participants were then asked to briefly describe what the incident was
about, when the incident occurred, and what the general situation was like at that time. e.g. a
major motor vehicle accident that occurred on the Princess Highway near Lakehurst on the
outskirts of Sydney.  The caller reported that many people were injured and trapped in the
wreckage.  A major incident like this suggested that a number of ambulances would be
required to attend to the accident, posing a significant resource allocation challenge, forcing
the dispatcher to operate at the limits of his or her performance envelope.  These are the
situations that would provide useful insights into the dispatch management decisions.
Furthermore an actual situation also provided a context to ask subsequent questions and to
understand the events that occurred at that time.
Having some idea of the incident, the next step is to ask the participant the following
question, “If I were there with you when that yellow slip arrived in your conveyor belt, what
would I see you do and hear you say?”.   This question was found to be more useful to start
the participant off to identify the functional processes, tasks, actions and decisions than a
question like, “Please tell me what happened when the yellow slip arrived”.
During the interview the information was written down on Post-It™ papers, and randomly
stuck on an A3-size sheet.  The objective here was to identify the processes and not the
sequence.  Attempting to put the Post-It™ papers in the proper sequence at this stage would
require additional questions to be asked and would distract the participant as he or she
attempted to recall the sequence rather than concentrating on recalling the processes, events
and decisions.  Additional probes used during this stage included what did you write down?
what charts were you looking at?  and what actions or options were you considering?  These
probes were used to identify some of the information that was used by the participant during
each process or decision.

Organise the incident on a timeline.
In the second stage of the interview, the participants are then invited to help sequence the
events and decision points by re-arranging the Post-It™ papers.  As they re-arranged the Post-
It™ papers, the participants would remember other details which would then be added to the
diagram, e.g. any information that was used or referred to, people or agencies contacted.   The
Post-It™ papers were re-arranged until the participant believed that the diagram appropriately
represented the situation at the time of the incident.   The next stage is to probe the participant
for more details concerning each major decision point.

Probe to understand the processes.
At this stage, the participant together with the researcher would identify the major decision
points.  The following probes were then used to elicit more detail about each of these decision
points.  The probes addressed the cues used or attended to, the knowledge needed to make that
decision, the way in which the information was presented, the appropriateness of the
information format, the goals,  what situation assessment was made, what options were
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considered and the basis for the final choice, what-ifs, and  what additional  training or
knowledge or information  would have been be useful in that situation.

Compare performance with novice
In the fourth and final stage, the participants are asked to give their opinion on the expected
performance of a less  experienced dispatcher  when faced with the same situation.  This final
question seeks to identify the mistakes that would have been made by a less experienced
dispatcher, or the information that might have been missed or events mis-interpreted.   It was
anticipated that the answers from such a question would identify shortcomings in training or
the system itself.

Approach to the Data Analysis
This section will describe the procedure taken to systematically extract the goal states and
decision strategies from the interview transcripts. The analysis framework was based on the
relationship between cues, the situation assessment that was derived from the cues, the actions
taken, the rationale for the actions, and the purpose those actions served.  Key features of the
decisions and decision strategies were extracted from each interview and integrated into a
model of a dispatcher’s decision goals and strategies.

Incident Summary(1)Decision Flow Chart (1)Decision Analysis (1)
Identify Goal States (1)Compare Goal States across incidents (look for commonality, decision strategies)Develop Interface c o n c e p t s

Incident Summary(n)Decision Flow Chart (n)
Identify Goal States (n)

... ... ... ...... ... ... ...... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...

Stage 1Stage 2Stage 3
Stage 4Stage 5Stage 6

Decision Analysis (n)

Fig 1  Stages in the Analysis of Incidents Using the Critical Decision Method

The transcripts and other data collected during the interviews are analysed in the five stages as
illustrated in Figure 1 and are discussed below.

Stage 1: The Decision Flow Chart
From the Post-It™  paper analysis of the decision process documented at the interview, a
decision flow chart is developed which extracts the key decision points and the considerations
and the thinking necessary for the interviewee to reach a conclusion.  Part of such a Decision
Flow Chart is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig 2 An example of a Decision Flow Chart showing the components of the chart

A decision point is an activity where the operator needs to make a decision about a situation
or action.  These decision points are drawn along a horizontal timeline and are numbered from
left to right to facilitate the reading of the chart.  Events that occur in between decision points
are also represented in the same way.  Events are included as they provide the reader with a
context of the situation which is useful for interpreting or appreciating the considerations or
actions taken.
The considerations and thinking that arise from each decision point are drawn downwards
from a decision point.  This progressively depicts how the various aspects of each decision
point are considered.  This progressive decomposition of the considerations is called
“progressive deepening” (Thordsen et al., 1990).  It is a useful way of depicting the depth and
complexity of the decisions being made.
Although this progressive deepening of decisions appears as a tree, it is not a decision tree in
the sense that each branch represents the outcomes of a yes-no decision.  Instead each branch
indicates the factors that were considered and how that consideration was developed and
concluded.
The final level of the chart represents the outcomes of the considerations, i.e. which choices
were made, or what was concluded after evaluating the issues.   The decision flow chart does
not include the cues used or associated with each decision point.  The analysis of cues is
performed after summarising the incident.

Stage 2: Incident Summary
Based on the Decision Flow Chart and further readings of the transcripts, the incident is then
summarised by describing what is thought to have happened at each decision point.  This
description provides the reader with additional details that cannot be easily captured in the
Decision Flow Chart.   See Figure 3.
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Figure 3  Part of an Incident Summary

Stage 3: Decision Analysis
Each decision point was analysed to identify the Cues, SAs (Situation Assessments) and
CoAs (Courses of Action).   This section will first define cues, situation assessments and
courses of action, and then discuss the cues analysis process, and explain how the Decision
Analysis Tables are to be interpreted.

Cues
Cues are factors considered in order to make an assessment of the situation. Cues are
information stemming from events or actions that initiate consideration about a particular
occurrence.  E.g. the yellow emergency request slip that arrives in the conveyor belt is a cue
that initiates a series of actions that result in the dispatch of emergency vehicles.
Cues may take the form of:

a. information collected from various display sources like a vehicle status board.
b. information obtained from communications sources,  like the phone or radio

communications.
c. information that may have been derived from other cues.
d information contained in the spatial arrangement of physical objects, e.g. job slips

taken out of the status board and placed on the right-hand side of the desk indicate
these are jobs where the vehicles have reached their destinations (e.g. hospital)
and are or will be returning to their stations.  This is an indication of their
availability (Hoc, 1995) .  Another example is the arrival of a yellow slip in the
conveyor belt signals the start of an emergency incident.

Situation Assessment (SA)  and Course of Action (CoA)
A Situation Assessment (SA) is the outcome of an appraisal of the information that describes
a situation.  It represents the appraiser’s understanding of the situation before him.  The SA
should clearly describe the elements of the situation as they are, i.e. the who, what , where,
when,  of the incident and help him make decisions about the resources to send, which
represents the Course of Action or the plan he or she develops once he or she has understood
the situation and its implications.
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For example, in one incident there was a casualty with a compound fracture of the right ankle.
The casualty is three hours walking time into the bush. The accident had occurred several
hours ago, but the person who raised the alarm had only just been able to contact the
emergency services.  While the casualty is seriously injured, his injuries were not considered
life-threatening.  Coupling the above information with the dispatcher’s knowledge of the area,
the dispatcher concluded that the terrain would be difficult to access and also to extricate the
casualty.   From his experience, a rescue helicopter with a special casualty access team would
be appropriate, but if that was not available,  the situation could  become a protracted incident
extending over many hours.  The operator’s understanding of the local geography also helped
him determine that the Richmond ambulance station is closest to the incident site.
This decision process modelled during the investigation appears consistent with the
Recognition-Primed Decision model (Klein, 1993).  The RPD model explains that decisions
in the real-world are not made in the classical decision-making manner where many options
are derived and then evaluated and finally one is selected.  Instead, based on the decision
maker’s understanding the situation, he develops a course of action, modifies it until the
decision maker believes it is capable of achieving the goals governing the situation.  He then
implements the action.

The Decision Analysis Table
The Decision Analysis Table is illustrated in Table 1.  Each key decision point is investigated
to identify the cues that triggered the event or that were attended to during that event.  The
next step is to identify what was the other information and factors considered or had
influenced the interpretation and assessment of the state of the situation.

Table 1 Decision Analysis Table for Reporting the Analysis of Cues, SAs, and CoAs.

The situation assessment resulting from that appraisal process is next identified.  The courses
of action that resulted from that situation assessment is also determined.  To gain a better
understanding of the courses of action adopted,  it is also necessary to identify the rationale
for that course of action, and the higher purpose that the action was to achieve.  This
information may provide insights about how the decision strategies invoked by the dispatcher
used the information provided by the cues and the factors.  This process is illustrated in Fig 4.

Cues (+ Factors) SAC o AWhy do this (rationale)? Explains why  a particular action was selected.
What for (purpose)? What higher purpose does this act ion serve, and hence the higher goals that it is i n tended to  ach ieve .

 Mental 
 processing Mental  processing  
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Fig 4.  The Decision Analysis Process

Stage 4: Identify Goal States
The goal states in each incident were identified through the analysis of cues, situation
assessments, and courses of action reported in the Decision Tables.  The analysis of goal
states involved two steps:

a. Extraction of goal states and their statements of purpose from individual incidents,
b. Comparison of identified Statements of Purpose,

Extraction of goal states and their statements of purpose
An example of how the goal states for individual incidents were extracted is shown in Figure
5.  It lists the goal states and the statements of purpose extracted from the Cowan Railway
Station incident.

Figure 5 Sample Goal states and Statements of Purpose

The goal state represents what the dispatcher was attempting to achieve in order to adequately
perform his or her dispatch task.  The goal states are inferred from the statements of purpose
reported by the interviewee.  The statement of purpose indicates what a dispatcher was
attempting to achieve during a particular decision or task.  At times these statements are very
clear and may be found in a single sentence.  However, more typically, the purpose of a set of
actions spans several sentences or text units.  As such the purpose has to be interpreted within
the context of the discussion.  Once this has been interpreted, this statement is written in
summary form and documented in the “What for” column of the Decision Analysis Table.

Comparison of Statements of Purpose Across Cases
This is an intermediate step.  It involves bringing together all the statements of purpose into a
format that facilitates inspection for commonalties.  The common statements of purpose are
then identified and grouped.  This is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Sample segment of the format used to compare statements of purpose

Stage 5: Compare Goal States Across Cases.
Once common statements of purpose have been identified and grouped, each group is then
given a short meaningful description that attempts to capture the essence of the goal the

Figure 7 Grouping and naming of Statements of Purpose

dispatcher was trying to achieve.  This is illustrated in Figure 7.  Through this analysis, the
goal states of the dispatch management process are identified.  The next section briefly
describes what these goal states are.

The Results: Goal States of the
Dispatch Management Process
Goal states are the higher-order constraints that the dispatcher must attempt to achieve in
order for the process to operate at an acceptable level of performance.  The study resulted in
the identification of five goal states.  These goal states together with the strategies invoked
and an appreciation of the situational factors involved should then drive the design of the
display formats.   For completeness, these goal states are briefly described below but see
(Wong et al., 1996b)Wong et al., 1996b, for more details on the design concepts.
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(1) Notification of emergencies
This goal state represents the need to be notified quickly of any emergencies.  In this study,
the dispatchers were notified by the emergency yellow job slip arriving in their respective
segments of the conveyor belt system.  This segment is immediately next to where they are
seated.  Because of the way the conveyor belt is made, job slips arriving in the respective
segments were heard to make a scratchy noise that serves to alert the dispatcher to its
presence.  However, this method of notification was also observed to have gone unnoticed
because of ambient noise or due to the dispatcher attending to other competing activities.
Notification designs need to overcome these situational factors.

(2) Maintain situation awareness
Display designs for situational awareness need to portray information such that it enables the
dispatcher to develop and maintain a highly dynamic mental representation of critical aspects
of the environment so that he or she may effectively

a. Co-ordinate activities within and between boundaries
What is going on in one region may affect outcomes and resource allocation in
another region

b. Globally optimise the use of resources
What resources are available globally before planning  deployment of  vehicles in
a major incident.  This includes knowing what jobs are outstanding so as to trade-
off emergency and medical cases, and also to balance the ambulance coverage of
the immediate area.

c. ensure compliance to instructions
Following up of decisions  to ensure that assigned tasks are being implemented,
and to monitor if is performance is in line with goal expectations.   The
information that is communicated is information about the status of these
decisions rather than resource-type information

(3) Planning resource to task compatibility
This goal state requires the dispatcher to determine what the needs of a situation are, and to
find an appropriate match between available resources and these needs.  Achieving this goal
involves the following tasks:

a. Locating available resources.
In one case, the dispatcher had to refer to multiple sources of information in order
to locate and assemble specially trained personnel into a SCAT (Special Casualty
Access Team) team.  Having identified the SCAT officers, the dispatcher then had
to determine which of these officers were closest to the accident scene.  Becuase
the appropriate officers were part of separate double crews at two different
stations, these crews had to be dis-banded  in order to establish one SCAT Team.

b. Translating the need into resrouces to send.
Part of planning.  The dispatcher has to tranlsate what has happened into the
number of resources to send. Receiving accurate information about the incident is
very important to organising an appropriate response to the incident. However this
cannot be gauranteed, but the interpretation errors can be reduced by reducing the
number of people an in-coming call has to go through before a decision is made.

c. Minimise disruption to on-going activities.
One major consideration that influences the number of ambulances to send is the
concern with sending too many ambulances as excess vehicles become
unavailable to to other incidents. Over-estimating the number of ambulances
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needed during periods where resources are stretched may require pulling
ambulances off other less life-critical but necessary jobs, or delaying them, to the
inconvenience of the patients.

d. Planning ahead.
Two planning horizons: In real-time planning the concern is with which
ambulance is to be sent now or in the immediate future to an incident; and
planning ahead involves predicting what the future state of the ambulances will be
and to match that to a forecatsted set of activities.

e. Planning to fill gaps in ambulance coverage.
Ambulance coverage in an area could be badly depleted such that it may take a
unacceptably long time for an available ambulance to respond to an emergency.
Such depletions are called ‘gaps’ or ‘holes’ in the coverage.  To fill these gaps,
ambulances from neighbouring areas are usually re-deployed to cover the gaps,
called ‘balancing the region’.

The display concept needed to support this goal state requires to display more than just the
status and location of the ambulances at the time of request, but it needs to also present
information about their planned future taskings to allow  these factors to be taken into
consideration.

(4) Speedy response
Another goal state of the ambulance dispatch process is that of attaining a speedy response to
emergency calls.  The Co-ordination Centre has a requirement for a vehicle to be on the road
within three minutes of receiving the emergency call.   In all cases interviewed, all dispatchers
were concerned with getting medical aid to the scene as soon as possible in order to start
initial treatment, and to receive an initial report about the severity and extent of injuries at the
accident.

(5) Maintain history of developments
Although reported in only two of the five interviews, the need to maintain a history of what
had happened cannot be overlooked.  The main use of these histories is to assist legal
investigators re-contruct  events from job slips and other operational documents in order for
investigators to determine what had happened and when it happened.  While an important
goal in itself, it is not considered directly relevant to the design of how information should be
portrayed in dynamic decision making environments.

Lessons Learnt
In reflecting upon the procedure employed in this investigation, the following lessons were
learnt.

Goal States and Display Concepts.
The identification of the goal states is a critical step towards the development of display
concepts that support decision making.   Decisions are not made in isolation but within the
context of a situation such that the resulting actions may satisfy the over-riding goals.  As
goals may be achieved in a variety of ways, it is necessary to consider the design of displays
together with the decision strategies invoked by the dispatchers.  The decision strategies then
guide and constrain the development of display concepts aimed at supporting specific goal
states.
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Goal states are not obvious.
Dispatchers do not explicitly think about all the goal states they are trying to achieve.  They
need to be drawn out.  Simply asking why he or she acted in a particular manner only
provides the immediate reason for the action or decision, e.g. it could be standard operating
procedures.  The dispatcher has to be probed further to reveal what, for example, is the
purpose of that standard procedure.  In other instances, the purpose of a set of actions had to
be inferred during the data analysis phase as the dispatchers were unable to articulate it
clearly, or were not explicitly aware that they are attempting to serve that purpose.

Cues analysis and perceptual organisation.
The cues analysis does not reveal the perceptual order or arrangement of the data on a display.
The analysis only indicates what cues were used or attended to, and how individual cues
logically relate to one another.   Although some research is being conducted into a formal
method for how these cues should be perceptually organised on a display (Wong et al.,
1996a), display concepts at the moment are still determined through a combination of
researcher’s appreciation of the decision strategies and goal states, and his experience.

Behavioural and Cognitive Task Analysis.
A strictly behavioural approach to task analysis would not have identified the ways by which
dispatchers considered the information or the ways in which decisions were made.   The
cognitive task analysis approach focused on how those decisions were made rather than on
just what decisions were made and the information needed.  While it may be argued that a
good behavioural task analysis could reveal such insights about the decision process, that is
not its purpose nor are its tools designed to elicit such information.  Whereas it is more
probable that a well executed cognitive task analysis would reveal those specific insights.
The difference between the two approaches lies in the skilful application of the cognitive
probes.   From experience, simply asking, “What did you think about at this decision point?”
had resulted in a blank face.   Cognitive probes need to be phrased in a manner that help the
interviewee tangiblise the process of thinking about a decision.  When appropriately applied,
the cognitive probes provided valuable insights into the way dispatchers thought about the
decision process, how the information cues influenced the decision process, and how well the
information is organised or presented to support  the decision, e.g. did the dispatcher actively
search for the cue or was the cue present in a readily accessible location or format.

Selecting incidents.
It is worthwhile spending a few minutes at the start of the interview determining whether the
incident being considered by the interviewee is appropriate before proceeding with the
interview.   In determining this, we need to appreciate the scope of the incident,  e.g. was it a
single incident or many incidents spread over a long time period, and what was the
interviewee’s involvement in the incident, i.e. was the interviewee the main co-ordinator or
did he or she help another  co-ordinate the incident.  There will be a difference in the
information recalled because of the different perspective, e.g. a supervisor who helped co-
ordinate the incident would not remember the specific planning and movement of vehicles
under the control of the co-ordinator who actually controlled the incident.

Visualisation of the decision process.
The use of sticky PostIt™ papers was found to be very useful in encouraging interviewee
participation and in setting them at ease.  Recording the processes and functions down without
concern for the sequence they occurred at the start allowed the interviewee to concentrate on
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what happened.  The Post-It™ papers could then be quickly re-organised in the proper
sequence once all the main functions were documented.  At this stage, more details could then
be elicited, using the properly sequenced Post-It™ papers as a framework for investigating
each decision point.

In Conclusion
The investigation has provided many useful insights into the use of the CDM. The study has
also suggested the need for further adaptation or extension of the method so as to allow its
outcomes to be used directly and objectively for the perceptual organisation of display
designs.
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